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Abstract

This article analyses the social organization of communication on the Graphite

Electrode cartel. Using the European Commission data, we reconstruct the network

of communication among cartel’s participants. We find that the Graphite Electrode

conspiracy is organized in a decentralized way, where the hierarchical rank of partic-

ipants is key in the organization of meetings. The low level of density index in the

overall network suggests that cartel’s designers take care about security target. From

the analysis of different centrality measures, it is possible to state that cartel’s instiga-

tors exert a role of coordinators, but in a position such that they try to remain hidden

from antitrust scrutiny. That is, efficiency was limited by the security target.
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1. Introduction

The success of a cartel depends on the conspirators´s ability to design appropriate deci-

sion making structures. As Levenstein and Suslow (2006) said ”Successful cartels develop

mechanisms for sharing information, making decisions, and manipulating incentives through
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self-imposed carrots and sticks”. Moreover, successful cartels design organizational struc-

tures such that they be able to challenge any external threat.

The aim of this article is to describe the Graphite Electrode (GE) case to understand

the main features of its internal organization, and shed light to the main variables that

contribute to shape such structure. To this end, we use tools from social network analysis.

We highlight how some market characteristics determine the way of such organization.

That is, to implement a price-fixing project, a cartel need to rely on the current market

structure and its characteristics, and design an organization that puts in action such a

project.

The social organization of a cartel, as the social organization of any kind of undertaking,

should be a tool to solve the problem of moving towards the collective goals. In addition, in

our specific context, it is a tool to reconcile conflicts and demands imposed by competition

among firms participating in the conspiracy. In other words, the social organization of a

cartel must assure efficiency of its actions, and such organizational structures should be

designed by taking into account external and internal sources of disruption. The social

organization of a cartel must allow to manage its actions out of sight of potential disrupters

as possible.

The social organization of a price-fixing conspiracy is a device of communication among

participants, which should have two aims, namely an efficiency and an secrecy aim against

any external menace.

The level and the shape of communication will depend on market conditions, and on

relationships among competitors involved in the conspiracy project. As it is well documented,

differences in firm sizes, differences in efficiency or in product characteristics hinder fixing-

price communications. In such a case, negotiation and renegotiation through communication

will be the key to maintain the life of the cartel.

Cartels requires extremely careful organization to succeed, and the organization is beyond

fixing price. While every cartel has its owns characteristics and circumstances, the graphite

electrodes cartel is an example among successful profitable cartels. The U.S. Department

of Justice‘s investigation when described the offense clearly stated that cartel members par-

ticipated in discussions concerning: (1) the present and future prices, (2) the elimination of

price discounts, (3) the allocation of volume among conspirators, (4) the division of the world

market among themselves and designation the price leader in each region, (5) the reduction

or elimination exports to members‘ home markets, (6) the restriction on capacity, (7) the

restriction of non-conspirator companies‘ access to certain graphite electrode manufacturing

technology, (8) the exchange sales and customer information in order to monitor and enforce

the cartel agreement.
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Our description of GE cartel includes the hierarchical aspects of task allocations among

employees of firm participants. We refer the internal organization of the cartel as the in-

ternal organization of the communication. Cartel designers have to define the contacts, the

frequency of contacts, who would be in contact, and for what. All these things imply to

define tasks and to define the allocation of authority of decision making among participants.

Some relevant issues that cartel designer should solve are: who and how decides on prices

and on market allocations, who and how implements such allocations, and who and how

monitors those agreements. In the ”who” and ”how” cartel designers have into account

market conditions, and the pursuit both efficiency in functioning and protective against any

external disruption.

Meetings among cartel participants are the artifacts of communication to carry out tasks

such as design of agreements, their implementation, and their monitoring.

From the European Commission trial records, we have got participation or affiliation

data. That is, our data consist of the description of agents who attend (or agents who are

affiliated to) meetings with different aims. In this regard, we study the Graphite Electrode

cartel as an affiliation network. We analyze in either the relationship ”attend meetings”

as well as the relationships among agents through meetings, and the relationship among

meetings through agents who participate simultaneously in them.

Usually in affiliation analyzing, it is assumed that attending the same meetings is either an

indicator of an underlying relationship between agents (or meetings) or potential opportunity

for develop one. By means of this relationship, information and knowledge can be shared

among agents (or among meetings) and coordination of activities can emerge.

Factors that facilitate collusion, such as market and product characteristics have focused

attention both from the theoretical and empirical literature. What has been less explored

is how such market and product characteristics determine the organization of these criminal

projects, and how these characteristics may impact on cartel behavior. This article aims to

contribute to the knowledge at this issue. In economics, cartels are studied as a monolithic

entity. However, the design of the necessary structure to deal with the tasks required by

a collusive project is crucial for its success. We suggest that the internal organization of

communication in a cartel relies on product and market characteristics, and finally they

determine how to solve the trade-off between efficiency and security. We find that the

Graphite Electrode conspiracy is organized in a decentralized way, where the hierarchical

range of participants is key in the organization of meetings. The low level of density index in

the overall network suggests that cartel’s designers take care about security target. From the

analysis of different centrality measures, it is possible to state that cartel’s instigators exert

a role of coordinators, but in a position such that they try to remain hidden from antitrust
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scrutiny. That is, efficiency was limited by the security target.

The economic and sociological literature have studied collusion from their distinct per-

spectives. Both have contributed to unravel price-fixing conspiracies, and help us to frame

our description of the Graphite Electrode Cartel. From the economic literature, several pa-

pers from industrial organization study problems that relate to our work. In this strand,

Genesove and Mullin (2001) analyze the private discussion within Sugar cartel to study the

inner working of it. From this narrative evidence, they highlight the role of communication

as a device for coordination. Harrington (2006) describes from European Commission deci-

sions collusive outcomes in terms of setting prices, market allocation, monitoring agreements,

punishment methods, and some operational procedures related the frequency of meetings,

and some issues related to organizational structure of cartels.

On the other hand, recently, Clark and Houde (2013) by using weekly station-level price

data have studied a cartel in Quebec’s retail gasoline market. They describe the internal

functioning of the cartel and the difficulties of successful colluding given the presence of

asymmetric colluding firms, and highlight the strategies used to deal with that. They find

that asymmetric pricing cycles, and a transfer mechanism to low-cost stations were the

artifacts used to sustain a successful collusion.

Wang (2008) studies how communication is used by a retail gasoline cartel in Australia

to coordinate price increases. By using a data set from the trial record, Wang quantifies

the pricing dynamics and the communication patterns. He shows that the collusive com-

munication and pricing behaviour is captured by the price cycle equilibrium of the Maskin

and Tirole (1988) model. Moreover, Asker (2010) studies the internal organization of a bid-

ding cartel by analyzing the conduct of a ring in the market for collectable stamps in North

America that lasted for over 15 years.

From a different perspective but in the economic literature, Pressey et al (2014) are in

the line to open the black-box that cartels are.

From sociological literature, several articles from organization crime theory contribute

to our understanding of this type of white-collar crime. In this strand, Baker and Faulkner

(1993), Faulkner et al (2003) have largely study this kind of crime. Baker and Faulkner

(1993), study the network of communication in conspiracies in switchgear, transformers, and

turbines. They find that network structure depends on information-processing requirements

imposed by product and market characteristics. They test the causal relationship between

personal centrality in the network with verdict, sentence, and fine. Faulkner et al (2003) is

closer to our specific network approach, and they find that cartel continuity and the corporate

authority of cartel are strong predictors of effectiveness in the conspiracy.

Furthermore, Morselli et al (2007) analyze the trade-off between efficiency and security
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in criminal networks by comparing terrorist with criminal enterprise networks. They find

that criminal enterprise networks, given their monetary ends, they are organized in a way

such as efficiency is prioritized over security aim.

This article is structured as follows. In the next section we explain the theoretical per-

spective through which we describe the Graphite Electrode cartel. Section 3 presents ba-

sic concepts on affiliation networks, and Section 4 describes some salient characteristics of

graphite electrode market. From a network perspective, in section 5 we study the structure of

communication, and analyze the organization of meetings, the allocation of authority along

cartel life. By this way, we highlight how such organization of communication might tell us

about how the trade off between efficiency and security aims was solved. In section 6 we

conclude with some remarks.

2. Theoretical framework for the analysis

A price-fixing project involves certain necessary tasks in order to accomplish its goals. There-

fore, who carry out that project, price-fixing conspirators, needs a device that allows them to

coordinate and communicate with each other. Such device should be designed to challenge

two crucial issues in illegal projects, namely concealment and efficiency of the project.

From literature of crime, when the trade-off between efficiency and concealment is solved

in terms of secrecy, the communication is organized in sparse and decentralized networks.1

On the other hand, by only considering the efficiency aim, the device should allow that

information be exchanged in a fluid way. At this point, the question is how fluent the

communication should be? We consider that it will depend on specific market conditions.

The concealment-efficiency trade-off depends on criminal´s objective as a whole. Morselli

et al. (2007) claim that the trade-off depends on the how long horizon of the criminal’ s

objective is. If the objective is ideological, actions can be prolonged in the time. By contrary,

if the objective is pecuniary, participants expect to get their pay-off as soon as possible, and

therefore actions must be carried out in a shorter time frame. So that, in this latter case,

communication should be designed to achieve greater efficiency and assure as much secrecy

as possible. In the first situation, however, communication should be organized for greater

secrecy and assure as much efficiency as possible.

To be specific in terms of our framework, cartel members, or at least who organizes

the cartel, must make decisions such as level of prices, timing of change prices, production

allocations, and reach agreements about capacity restrictions, and other standards for cartel’s

functioning.

1See Baker and Faulker (1993).
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In order that the above decisions be carried out, we can group cartel’s tasks into three

kinds of duty. First of all, to precisely define all the above issues (level of prices, changes and

periodicity of changes on prices and so on) then, to implement those decisions, and finally,

to monitor that all the above decisions be honored.

These three tasks must be performed by taking into account considerations about both

efficiency and concealment in order to ensure cartel’ success.

2.A. Secrecy aim

As Morselli et al. (2007) claim, the interplay between time and actions is shorter in a criminal

enterprise than in a terrorist network.

Concealment aim calls for low level of contacts, and networks are marked by high level

of distance between participants (sparse networks). This configuration offers security but

communication flow among its members is low. Nonetheless, a centralized structure might

be preferred since it reduces the number of agents with relevant information about activities

of the illegal cartel.

2.B. Efficiency aim

Efficiency aim of the organization structure calls for fluid communication among its members.

More communication may positively impacts on cartel effectiveness since cartel members

could be aware about cartel’s activities as a whole. Moreover, more communication could

also reduce possibility of misscoordination among agents. Face-to-face meetings, phone calls,

fax communications are the devices commonly used to coordination and communications

purposes.

We claim that the level of communication will depend on the specific market conditions.

To illustrate this point, let us assume that firms meet to define future price changes during the

cartel. If the demand conditions change, the price defined before, it may be not appropriate

for the current circumstances. For that reason, some sort of communication will be necessary.

In this regard, for example, the European Commission found in the copper plumbing tube

case, there exists a negative correlation between frequency of contacts and growth rate of

demand.

Furthermore, some cartels agree on some allocation schemes of markets. We are able to

mention three forms of allocation: sales quota, exclusive territories, and customer allocation.

The particular selection on one or a combination of them depends on some market conditions,

and in turn they will impact on the implementation and the monitoring of agreements. Har-

rington (2006) shows that frequency of meetings is greater for a customer allocation scheme
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and lower for exclusive territories either both for implementation meetings and monitoring

ones.

Another important issue about the organization of communication is who should be on

charge of what. That is who, among cartel members, should define price changes, implement

an agreement or monitor it. The allocation of authority to decision making regarding to

various cartel’s tasks also depends on some market’s characteristics. If the demand is highly

stable or the product is homogeneous, then the necessary knowledge to fulfill tasks is not so

specific, and it is no difficult to gather it. Then, it is possible that only one agent (a generalist

agent) can be in charge of all the tasks to pursue the cartel’s project. This will imply that

the communication should be organized in a centralized way. In the opposite case, if the

necessary knowledge is specialized or it is difficult to understand it, the communication

among members should be organized in a decentralized fashion, and its agents should be

specialists on some piece of information.

In sum, since tasks for the price-fixing project have to be carried out with success, it

is crucial define both the frequency of communication and the allocation of authority to

decision making. In turn, both frequency of communications and the allocation of authority

are endogenously determined by market conditions.

3. Basic concepts on affiliation networks

3.A. Affiliation networks and two-mode data

In social network analysis, the term ”affiliations” refers to membership or participation data.

That is, the data consists of a set of binary relationship between members of two distinctive

sets. In terms of our case, one of these sets is the set of employees (N), and the other one

is the set of meetings (M). These two different entities are called modes. That is, the term

mode refers to the number of different kinds of entities referenced in the rows and columns2

of a matrix. A 1-mode matrix is square, its rows and columns refer to the same set of entities

– a single mode.

Additionally, in affiliation data, the binary relationship captures the attendance of actors

to events, i.e. the attendance of employees to meetings.

Furthermore, from this data it is possible to construct the relationship ”co-membership”

to meetings. It could be seen as an indicator of an underlying social tie, or alternatively the

”co-participation” as a mean that provides opportunities for social ties to develop, which in

turn allows, for example, the flow of information or ideas between actors can occur.

2In our cartel case, in the row are the employes and in the columns are meetings.
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Affiliation networks can be represented as mathematical graphs in which nodes corre-

spond to entities (such as employees and meetings) and lines correspond to ties of affiliation

among the entities (participation or attendance of employees to meetings).

It is important to note that affiliation graphs have the property of bipartiteness, i.e., the

graph’s nodes are partitioned into two classes such that all ties occur only between classes

and never within classes.

3.B. Social description of a cartel

The cartel studied here is organized along a set of meetings that allow to elaborate and insti-

tutionalize cartel rules of exchange, of collective understanding regarding with who transact

with whom and in which conditions. In this regard, we define a social organization structure

by the triple

S = {M,N, g}

where

• M is the set of meetings held by cartel members M = {m1,m2, ...}

• N is the set of employees (or actors) who participate in cartel activities and they are

indexed by i = 1, 2, ...N . They are executives of different rank in the hierarchy from

firms participating in the collusion.

• g is the network of relationships between these two sets, i.e. M and N .

g is an affiliation network in the sense that employees participate in cartel meetings. The

design of the affiliation network g implies to set the meetings, and define who goes to which

meeting. Nevertheless, to attend to meetings is only by invitation, and an actor can refuse

to participate in it.

It is important to note that in an affiliation network context, employees are linked among

them only by mean of meetings; and meetings are linked among them only by mean of the

employees. Additionally, it is worth to note that to assign persons to meetings also implies

to define the frequency of contacts, the frequency of attendance to certain kind of meetings,

the co-attendance of employees to meetings, and the design of meetings in regarding the

rank of employees who attend to them among other elements.

4. Graphite Electrode Cartel

In this section, we will briefly describe the Graphite Electrode Cartel. The cartel investiga-

tion began after a customer complaint, and its activities took place around the world (U.S,
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Europe, Australia and Asia). As a result of collusive agreements the prices rose around 45%

in average around the world. In this part, we describe the market for the Graphite Electrode,

and some characteristics of the production process. Thereby, we pretend to gain understand-

ing about the communication process that was needed to hold the collusive agreement in

this market.

Product description Graphite electrodes (GE) are large carbon columns used by electric

arc furnaces (EAF) or “minimills” in the making of steel. These mini- mills use graphite

electrodes to generate the heat necessary to melt scrap metal and convert it back into a

marketable steel product. Electrodes can be up to 700 mm in diameter and 2,800 in length

and weigh up to 2,200 kg. They form part of the roof structure of the furnace. After the

furnace is filled with selected scrap, the electrodes are lowered until the tips almost touch

the scrap. Electricity is passed into the electrodes, and by this means to the scrap. As

conductors of electricity, graphite electrodes generate the necessary heat (up to 3,000oC)

to melt scrap steel. It is necessary nine electrodes, joined in columns of three, which are

consumed in approximately every eight hours.

GEs are made from synthetic graphite, for which the primary raw materials are petroleum

coke, coal tar and petroleum pitch. The manufacturing process has several steps and it takes

approximately two moths to be completed.

There are no product substitutes for graphite electrodes, other than traditional methods

of making steel (oxygen or open hearth process). However, it is important to note that GEs

make up only 6-7 percent of the cost of production in minimills. So that, if the price of GEs

were to rise, minimills would be able to absorb such price increase before being obligated to

shut down.

Supply side The major producers of GE are multinational firms. The market is character-

ized by an oligopolistic structure with high entry barriers.

Regarding the cost structure, almost fifty percent of GE costs are raw materials costs,

about twenty percent is due to labor cost. Furthermore, the GE‘s production process is

highly electricity intensive so that this portion of cost varies according the location of the

factory.

In the legal complaint, steel producers claimed that it takes approximately four years to

build a new plant with a capacity of 20,000 tones. They observed that no significant new

player has entered in the industry since 1950.

Total world production of GE in 1998, around conspiracy dates, was around 1 million

tones.
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In this article, we are concentrated in the European market where 280,000 tones of GE

were produced. In the world market, the largest produced of GE is UCAR, the second largest

one is SGL Carbon, both producing in Europe and North America. The third producer is

Showa Denko and its production is concentrated in Japan and United States. However, firms

have a direct sales force that handle domestic and worldwide sales, as well as independent

sales agents.

Other firms that supply the European market are VAW, Conradty, C/G, some Japanese

producers (about 3-4% of the European market by conspiracy dates) and Indian, Chinese

and Russian producers supply the rest of the demand in this market.

Demand side The demand for GE is linked to the production of steel in electric arc fur-

naces. The customers are steel producer (85% of demand).

World electric arc steel production grew 38% between 1987-1997 and by 1997, forecasts

predicted that capacity of EFA would increase. On the other hand, in spite of transportation

cost and tariff barriers might well lead to higher costs, they were not sufficiently high to

prevent the producers to trade on a worldwide basis.

A challenging matter in a conspiracy arise when the product offers many variants in

order to match to diversity of consumer preferences. It was a important issue in the graphite

electrodes cartel since the product could change by means of the length, diameter or weight.

The conspiracy The conspiracy took place between 1992 and 1998 approximately. The

firms involved in the collusive agreements were SGL Carbon AG (SGL), UCAR International

Inc (UCAR), VAW Aluminum AG (VAW), Showa Denko K.K.(SDK), Tokai Carbon Co.

Ltd.(Tokai), Nippon Carbon Co. Ltd (Nipon), SEC Corporation (SEC), and The Carbide

Grapite Group Inc. (C/G).

Cartel members carried out practices contrary to competition law. These practises con-

sisted on: 1) fix the prices of the product; 2) agree on and implement a mechanism for

implementing price increases; 3) allocate markets and market share quotas; 4) agree not to

increase production capacity; and 5) agree not to transfer technology outside cartel members.

The machinery to define, to implement and to monitor their agreements was organized

by meetings of several different levels: periodic ”Top Guy” meetings, regular ”Working

Level” meetings, national and regional meetings, and bilateral contacts between firms. In

this article, we concentrate on Top Guy, and Working Level meetings and some bilateral

contacts in the European market.
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5. Social internal functioning of the Graphite Electrode cartel

5.A. Data and research design

The principal data source is the information publicly accessible by the European Commis-

sion.3 It include 244 paragraphs with information about cartel operation and description.

We use that to create a matrix of communication. We would emphasize that given the

confidentiality of this data, it was very difficult to reconstruct the exact network of commu-

nication. Nonetheless, in the Appendix we clarify the exact piece of information in which

we base to construct each tie.

The final network is composed by 21 individuals and 33 meetings. We do not include

national or binational meetings.

After matrix was created, all participant are distinguish by rank, and meetings are dis-

tinguished by their subject. That is, actors are labeled by the name of firm from which

they belong, and by the hierarchical rank that they hold there. We consider three levels

of hierarchical ranks. CEOs are considered to be of rank 1, where 1 is the highest rank.

General managers were labeled as rank 2. Sales managers were coded as rank 3.

Regarding meetings, we consider four types of meetings. Meetings of type S are meetings

whose aim were to maintain the discipline among members. Among such kind of meeting,

we also include the seminal meeting where main participants agreed the overall scheme by

which the world market would be cartellised. The second type of meeting are implemen-

tation ones (I); that is meetings where different tasks are defined and distributed among

members. Meetings of type M are monitoring meetings; that is meetings where members

share information about prices, allocation quotas and so on. Finally, we consider bilateral

meetings, labeled by B, which are meetings held by two agents of two different conspirators.

In this case, we distinguish bilateral meetings whose goal is to discipline members (SB),

bilateral meetings for implementation purpose (IB), and bilateral meetings for monitoring

purpose (MB).

In order to identified each meeting, they have been labeled chronologically (1,2,3,...), and

each kind of the meetings is graphically identified by the shape of the node.

Basic statistic of cartel´s organization are summarizing in the following table.

3http://ec.europa.eu/competition/elojade/isef/case details.cfm?proc code=1 36490
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Type of meeting # of meetings # of attendances Average of rank

S 5 27 1

I 4 25 2,25

I/M 1 2 3

M 14 115 2,74

Subtotal 24 169

Bilateral meetings

SB 1 2 1

IB 3 6 1,67

IB/MB 2 4 1

MB 3 6 1,33

Subtotal Bilateral 9 18

Total 33 187

5.B. The Graphite Electrode case as an affiliation network

In our affiliation data, the two-modes for the analysis are the employees and the meetings.

In this part of the article, we will analyze both the relationship between two modes, i.e.

employees and meetings, and the co-affiliation relationship within each mode, i.e. only

among employees and also only among meetings.

Our purpose is to understand the pattern of ties between the set of employees and the

set of meetings, and also to understand the pattern of ties within each set.

Governance structure and allocation of authority. In order to obtain a first qualitative under-

standing about collusive network structure, we present the figure 1. In this representation,

two nodes are close to the extent that the distance between them is short. That is, in the

following graph two employees are near each other if they attend the same meetings, and

two meetings are near each other if they are attended by the same employees.
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Figure 1: Employees and Meetings

This representation makes clear that the rank of employees is key in the configuration of

meetings. At a first glance, we are able to distinguish that:

• Agents UCAR1 and SGL1 are connected with other rank 1´s employees by meetings

M2, M13, M15, M16, M18; all of them are meetings of type S.

• Agents UCAR2 and SGL2 are connected with agents of rank 2 and 3 by implementation

and monitoring meetings.

• Meetings of type M (monitoring meetings), like as M5, M12, M14, M23, M25, M29,

M31,M32, M33 were mainly attended by members of rank 3 (sales managers).

• Meetings of type I (implementation meetings), like as M3, M4, M7, M8 were mainly

attended by members of rank 2 and rank 3 (general managers and sales managers).

• Meeting M6, an implementation ones is the connection between rank 1´s employees

and the other group of agents.

• The firm C/G participated in the cartel in a marginal role, i.e., only C/G1 and

C/G2 employees attended to meetings, and these meetings were bilateral meetings

with UCAR and SGL’s employees.

• Employees VAW1 and C/G3 are included because of we consider that some tasks could

not have been done without them, however it is hard to know to which meeting they

have attended, if any.
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Firms as competitors in the market but also as collaborators in the collusive project have

multiple and diverse tasks to undertake. Furthermore, some of these tasks appear more

frequently as the complexity of market structure and market characteristics increase. Meet-

ing’s attendees must reach agreements, they must reach agreements about how to implement

those decisions, and they monitorate each other in order to detect as soon as possible any

deviation. In terms of efficiency aims, the organizational design to allocate the authority

among tasks calls for the adaptation to local environment. Thus, adaptation calls for agents

with the necessary expertise to deal different problems. This observation is clear in the

Graphite Electrode cartel.

Moreover, the above graph shows that the Graphite Electrode cartel adopted a democratic

decision making structure where a hierarchical structure emerged. Top ranking members

formed the governance structure of cartel. Thus top managers had the role to introduce

policies and practices in the cartel as well they cared about the discipline across members.

The agreements were negotiated by middle managers from the participating firms; and sales

managers or pricing specialist were the main responsible for monitor activities.

Efficiency vs Security: a first overview. We take a first approach about how cartel’s designer

solve the conflicting aims regarding efficiency and security through some properties of the

bipartite graph.

Social network analysts have developed measures to conceptualize some characteristics

of populations. For example, when comparing two population, and in one of them there are

many actors that are not connected to any other and in the other population, actors have a

lot of connections, we can conclude that the flow of information and the scrutiny exposition

of agents within both population is different.

Density Density is an index that measures the degree of connection in a population. It

is the number of actual ties divided by n ×m, where n is the number of rows (employees)

and m is the number of columns (meetings) in our matrix of relationship. The density score

for the Graphite‘s cartel is 0,236 which means that of all possible ties among employees and

meetings (n ×m = 24 × 33), 23,6% are actually present. So that, in our case the collusive

network is not so dense as it could be if all possible ties were formed.

As density increases more information can flow between nodes but, at the same time, it

is more easy to discover these illegal activities.

Reachability, connectedness and diameter Affiliation creates connections both between

actors through members in meetings, and between meetings through shared members. Com-

mon membership in meetings creates linkage between employees, and sharing participants
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creates a linkage between meetings (tasks) that have one or more members in common.

Therefore, aforementioned ties can be seen as device to conduits of information among

employees and allows coordination among meetings (tasks), which may helps the efficiency

goals but may also affects the security of the members in face of the antitrust authorities.

Thus, in an affiliation network, a pair of employees are reachable if there exists a path

among them containing one or more events. Similarly, a pair of meetings are reachable if

there exists a path among them containing one or more employees.

At a first glance, the extent to which a pair of employees or meetings are reachable is

studied via the diameter of the affiliation network. The diameter is the length of the longest

path between any pair of actors and/or meetings. In our case, the diameter is 7 that is,

the longer path between employees and/or events is 7. This is index is important because it

reveals not only that the information that has been originated from an event or an employee

reaches another node by a path which length is at most of 7, but also that the information

can be caught with a probability related with that distance.

Two-mode core-periphery analysis In some sense, core-periphery analysis captures a no-

tion of centralization. That is, centralization measures the extent a network is dominated by

a single node. In our case, core-periphery analysis describe a network that can be dominated

by a group of nodes, i.e., employees and meetings. In the Graphite´s cartel, and from the

above visual representation, we can infer that, for example, employees of rank 2 and rank 3

from SGL and UCAR and employees of rank 3 from SDK, Tokai, Nippon and SEC are the

more active ones, and they mostly meet in monitoring meetings (M5, M7, M11, M12, M14,

M17, M20, M22 and so on).

In a two-mode network, core employees attend to core meetings and peripheral actors

attend to peripheral events. So, the core is a group of cooccurring employees and events;

and in turn, periphery consists of both a subset of employees who are not co-attending to the

same meetings, and a partition of meetings that are disjoint because they are not attended

by the same employees.

In the following figure, the Ucinet software has partitioned the set of nodes (employees

and meetings) on two blocks. The block on the main diagonal (the core) is a high-density

block, and the other (the periphery) is a low-density block.
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Figure 2: Core-periphery analysis

Let us observe that employees of rank 2 and rank 3 from SGL and UCAR, and employees

of rank 3 from SDK, Tokai, Nippon and SEC are in the core. At the same time, monitoring

meetings are mostly in the core as they are the most popular. The other employees are in the

periphery block, with seminal and implementation meetings. Let us observe that employees

of rank 2 and rank 3 from SGL and UCAR, who are in the core block, also attended to

peripheral events.

It is also worthy noting that even though SDK3 attended 11 meetings, and SGL1 attended

12 events, SDK3 belongs to core block, and SGL1 belongs to periphery block. This is because

meetings to which SDK3 has attended are core meetings, and the meetings to which SGL1 has

attended are peripheral ones. This observation give us an idea about the flow of information

and the level of exposition to any scrutiny that face employees in the core in comparison

with actors in the periphery block.

Similar observation can be made regarding meetings. Let us observe that 6 employees

have attended meeting M10 (monitoring meeting), and 7 people have attended meeting M3

(implementation meeting). In spite of the size of these meetings, M10 belongs to core block,

and M3 belongs to peripheral partition. The reason behind that is that employees attended

M10 are in the core block, and the others are in the peripheral block. Implementation tasks

are more ”covert” than monitoring ones.

One-mode Analysis. When affiliation data is converted it to one-mode data, a pair of node is

tied if they share affiliations, co-affiliation. That is, affiliation data gives rise to co-affiliation
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data, which is some kind of tie among nodes within a set.

This approach allows to concentrate our attention in just one set of nodes at time, i.e.

employees or meetings, and to analyze the network of relationships between nodes belonging

to the same set of nodes.

Given affiliation data (a matrix X), and by focusing on employees, we are able to compute

a matrix A(= XX ′), where aij ≥ 0 gives the number of meetings that agent i and j have

in common. On the other case, by focusing on meetings, each cell of matrix A(= X ′X),

aij ≥ 0, gives the number of agents that meetings i and j have in common.

By considering employees, aij might be regarded as a measure of social/labor proximity

between employees i and j, and tells us the potential sources for information transmission.

Alternatively, by considering meetings, aij might be seen as a measure about the extent to

which information can flow between two meetings and thus the level of coordination among

activities.

In what follows, we analyze and characterize co-affiliation network of employees and

meetings separately in order to get a deeper understanding about cartel organization.

Meetings. The following graph represents the similarities among meetings, i.e. each meeting

is a node that appear close to each other to the extent that these meetings share many

employees. It is important to note that two meetings could be similar (i.e., co-attended) just

because they are well attended. Therefore, we use the Bonacich´s (1972) normalization4

that measures co-attended relative to the size of the meetings. In the graph, line thickness

corresponds to tie strength, i.e. number of actors shared between adjacent events.

4Put Bonacich´s normatilization
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Figure 3: Meetings

The diagram shows the bridging role of meeting M6, an implementation meeting. This

meeting is co-attended by employees that also participated in seminal and monitoring meet-

ings. Meetings in a role such as M6 could be regarded as key in the extent to which infor-

mation is able to flow from one kind of meeting to the another. In a sense, it could said the

same for the meetings M3 and M7.

Additionally, let us observe that monitoring and seminal meetings are homogenous in the

sense they are co-attended by approximately the same employees within each type of events.

By analyzing the average rank of employees who attended to each type of meeting, we can

conclude that the allocation of authority over decision-making regarding tasks is centralizing

in meetings of type S, since the authority to decision making is allocated only over employees

of rank 1. In this regard, implementation and monitoring meetings are more decentralized.

The following table summarize this idea:

Type of meeting Average of rank

S 1

I 2,25

M 2,74

Mobilization: Density Members of the cartel need to meet frequently to reach agreements

and to put the agreements in actions depending on the complexity of them. That is, atten-

dance on meeting impacts on the success of agreements that have been reached. Additionally,
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joint attendance and also the continuity of attendance are good since, for example, these may

mean that cartel´s member could be involved in a repeated game and they may generate

some kind of reciprocity and open the possibility to apply some punishment if necessary.

Density of meeting measures the degree of co-attendance and connection among meetings.

In this case, density is measured as the number of pairs in common in terms of all possible

ties. The value of the density for the overlap relation among meetings can be interpreted as

the average number of actors who belong to each pair of meetings. The density index for

Graphite´s cartel is 2.04, i.e., in average, a pair of meetings have 2.04 actors in common.

Furthermore, by partitioning the set of meetings into the five type of meetings, we can

analyze the density within and between groups.

S I M IB MB

S 3.60 0.37 0.00 0.83 0.78

I 0.37 1.60 3.07 0.32 0.33

M 0.00 3.07 7.52 0.20 0.31

IB 0.83 0.32 0.20 0.5 0.87

MB 0.78 0.33 0.31 0.87 0.67

The co-attending to meetings in the case of meeting type M is greater than in the other

cases. In this case, in average, a pair of M meetings have 7.52 actors in common. In the case

of implementation meetings, this index is of 1.6 actors in common by each pair of meetings.

It is worth to noting that, in average, a pair of meetings of type I and M share 3.07 actors,

which reveals that the information may flow among these kind of meetings.

Furthermore, actors who have attended to S meetings also attended to other kind of

meetings, but in this case they were some implementation ones and bilateral encounters.

Actors who have attended to S meeting never attended to M meetings.

Employees. The following representation is similar to the graph above, however in this case it

shows the similarities among employees, i.e. each employee is a node that appear close to each

other to the extent that these employees have attended to same meetings. The Bonacich´s

(1972) normalization in this case measures co-membership relative to the number of meetings

attended by agents. As before, line thickness corresponds to tie strength, i.e., co-membership

of a pair of agents (number of events shared by adjacent employees).
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Figure 4: Employees

Let observe that agents of rank 1 are similar in the sense that they attended to the same

meetings. Additionally, the same observation is for agent of rank 2 and 3.

From the above graph, we are able to understand the marginal role of employees from

C/G and from VAW, and the crucial role of employees of rank 2 from UCAR and SGL.

The last two ones are the agents that connect all other agents of rank 2 and 3 among them.

Moreover, agents UCAR2 and SGL2 are the link between agents of rank 1 and all other

agents.

Mobilization: Density The value of the density for the co-membership matrix can be

interpreted as the average number of meetings to which pair of actors belong. That is,

in average a pair of actors participate en 2.55 meetings in common, or in other words, in

average, a pair of actors meet together 2,55 times.

We are able to compute the same measure by taking into account the rank of employees.

The following table depicts the relationship among the rank of employees.

1 2 3

1 3.24 0.071 0.00

2 0.071 1.96 3.70

3 0.00 3.70 12.14

Agents of rank 3 are the more active ones, and they met, in average, in 12,14 meetings.

Agents of rank 1 have also a fair frequency of contact; in average, agents of rank 1 met 3,24

times.
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It is important to note that, in spite of that agents of rank 2 have less contact among

them, they are an open group in the regard that they met with other groups of agents,

specially with employees of rank 3.

Brokerage roles of meetings and employees. Gould and Fernandez (1989) have studied the roles

that each node (in our case, employees or meetings) plays in connecting groups. That is, this

brokerage notion examine node’s relations with its neighborhood in a context where each

node connects groups (by hierarchical rank or by type of meetings). They distinguish five

types of roles, according to the direction of the ties and the groups that each node connects.

Given three nodes a, b, and c, where a is connected to b and b is connected to c, and there

is no ties between a and c, we concentrated on the five possible brokerage roles of b. Node b

plays a role as i) coordinator when a, b, and c belong to the same group;5 ii) consultant when

a and c belong to the same group, and b belongs to a different one; iii) gatekeeper when a

and b belong to the same group, and c belongs to a different one; iv) representative when b

and c belong to the same group, and a belongs to a different one; v) liaison when all nodes

belong to different groups.

In the Appendix we present the brokerage scores for meetings and employees.

Regarding meetings, implementation ones mostly play a role as liaison; that is, imple-

mentation meetings connect seminal and monitoring meetings. This was the main role of

meeting M3 and M6. In turn, monitoring meetings have mostly a consulting brokerage role

and connecting implementation meetings.

On the other hand, brokerage roles play by employees are in detail in the Appendix. SGL

1 and SGL2 mostly play a role of coordinators among agents of their same ranks. UCAR

1 and UCAR 2, however, they play a gatekeeper and representative brokerage roles. As

gatekeeper they passes information from employees of their rank to employees of other hier-

archical rank. Acting in their respective representative role, they receive information from

other groups and passes it to employees of their same ranks. Gatekeeper and representative

brokerage roles are the main roles for agents of rank 3 (sale managers).

5.C. Centralities in the Graphite Electrode cartel network

In this part of the description of the Graphite Electrode cartel, we provide a family of

measure of centrality based on node position (either employees or meetings). The Appendix

contains the details of scores.

5If nodes are employees, then a, b, and c are all of them of the same hierarchical rank. If nodes are
meetings, then a, b, and c are the same kind of meetings.
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Degree centralities The degree centrality of an employee is the number of events with

which its is affiliated. Additionally, the degree centrality of an event is the number of actors

affiliated with it.6 This measure gives an idea about how active is an actor or how popular

is a meeting.

In the Graphite cartel, employees that have more degree centrality are SGL2 followed by

SGL3 and UCAR3. Furthermore, the more central meetings are M7 (implementation ones)

and M11 (monitoring meeting).

Thus, this centrality measure points out the more active nodes which may mean that

those actors have more information; but, at the same time, they are the more visible nodes

for any external scrutiny.

Closeness centrality One limitation of degree centrality is that it only takes into account

the immediate ties that a node has, rather than indirect ties to all others. One actor might

be tied to a large number of others, but those others might be rather disconnected from the

network as a whole. In a case like this, the actor could be quite central, but only in a local

neighborhood.

Closeness centrality takes into account the distance of a node to all others in the network.

In an affiliation network, this measure is the inverse of the geodesic distance7 between the

node and all other nodes in the graph. In our case, actors with highest closeness centrality

are SGL2 and UCAR2 followed by SGL3 and UCAR3. Furthermore, the more closeness

meetings are M6 and M7, both monitoring ones .

Therefore, as less closeness centrality, more distant the node is from all other. In such

a case, the node get less information from the network but, at the same time, it is more

invisible to antitrust authorities. In some regard, it is possible to interpret that in these

cases, cartel ’s designer prefers keep these nodes in a secure position rather than prioritize

the efficiency of the node.

Betweenness centrality This measure focuses on the extent to which actors sit on geodesic

paths between other pairs of actors. That is, betweenness centrality measures the ability of

a node to control flow of information. As Faust (1997) observes, since single-membership

actors are not between any pairs of events, an event gains betweenness centrality if it contains

non central actors. Also, the betweenness centrality of an event increases to the extent that

pairs of actors share only that event in common. Given this definition, betweenness centrality

captures how cartel’s designer solves the trade-off between efficiency and security.

6Each of one measures is normalize by the maximum value possible in a graph of that size which allows
comparability.

7I.e., the length of any shortest path between two nodes.
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In the Graphite cartel, actors with highest betweenness centrality are SGL1 and SGL2.

Moreover, the highest betweenness centrality meetings is the implementing meeting M6.

Eigenvector centrality In the affiliation context, the centrality of an actor is proportional

to the centralities of meetings to which the actor has attended; and the centrality of a meeting

is proportional to centrality of members affiliated to it. This measure explicitly incorporates

the duality between actors and meeting centralities.

The monitoring meetings M11, M12, and M5 are meeting with the highest index of

eigenvector centrality. Regarding actors SGL3 and UCAR3 are the highest index following

of sale managers of the rest of the firms in the cartel. SGL2 and UCAR2 are also quite

central following this measure.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this article, we reconstruct and analyze the Graphite Electrode cartel from a perspective

that combines elements from economic theory and tools from social network theory. By

doing that, we open the ”black box” of a conspiracy, recognizing that a cartel is not a mono-

lithic entity. Instead, we study the internal structure of communication among participants

of the conspiracy. We suggest that the structure of communication, namely who attends

to which meeting relies on market and product characteristics. Furthermore, the network

of communication is the result of the trade-off between efficiency and security aims. We

find that the Graphite Electrode conspiracy is organized in a decentralized way, where the

hierarchical range of participants is key in the organization of meetings. The last observa-

tion indicates a clear labor division among cartel members as a function of expertise and

hierarchical position in his own firms.

Moreover, the low level of density index in the overall network suggests that cartel’s

designers take care about security aspects of the organization.

More active players are sale managers, who are mostly in charge of monitoring tasks.

This observation is in line with two facts, namely, first the product in the graphite electrode

market has many variants according the diversity of consumers, and second, sale managers

has the necessary expertise to control cheating on product traits and other aspects of the

collusive agreements.

The flow of information between implementation and monitoring tasks is large by compar-

ing with the flow of information that takes place between discipline and monitoring tasks.

Given the attendees of each kind of meeting, we find that top managers have no contact

with sale managers. This may suggests that cartel’s designers maximize security subject to
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a necessary level of efficiency.

From the analysis of different centrality measures, it is possible to state that cartel’s

instigators exert a role of coordinators, but in a position such that they try to remain hidden

from antitrust scrutiny. That is, coordination as a proxies of efficiency is limited by the

security target.

Our analysis is a first step in the understanding how a cartel operates from a social

network perspective, and it is the first part of a bigger project where we pretend to model,

from a economic theoretical perspective, the internal organizational of covert activities, either

criminal or just secret activities by using tools from social network theory.

7. Appendix

Appendix 1. Data from European Commission

Appendix 2. Affiliation data

Appendix 3. Brokerage role

Appendix 4. Centralities measures
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